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Paco’s carreer highlights

Date of birth:May 1, 1938
EDUCATION

1961 Master in Physics - Instituto Balseiro (Universidad NacionaldeCuyo)

1968 Doctor in Physics - Instituto Balseiro ( Universidad Nacional de Cuyo)

AWARDS

1979 “Teófilo Isnardi” Award from the Academia Nacional de Ciencias.

1986 “Chevalier of the Academic Palms” title awarded by the French gov-
ernment.

1988 “Dr. Ricardo Gans” Award from the Fundación Gans and the Univer-
sidad Nacional de La Plata.

1991 Member of the Academia Nacional de Ciencias (Córdoba, Argentina)
”TWAS 1991 Award in Physics” awarded by the Third World Academy
of Sciences, Trieste (Italy)

1992 “Premio al Merito en Ciencias” awarded by the Municipal Council of
Bariloche.

1993 “Diploma al Mérito 1993” awarded by the Konex Foundation (Ar-
gentina).

1993 “Premio Konex de Platino” awarded by the Konex Foundation (Ar-
gentina).

1995 Fellow of the American Physical Society

1995 Elected Member of the Third World Academy of Sciences.

2002 Elected as Foreign Associated Member of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America.
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2003 Elected Member of the Academia Nacional de Ciencias Exactas, F́ısicas
y Naturales( Buenos Aires, Argentina).

2003 “Diploma al Mérito2003” awarded by the Konex Foundation

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1968-71 Associate Researcher, Brown University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

1972 Visiting Researcher, Brown University, Providence, R.I.,U.S.A. (three
months).

1976 Visiting Researcher at Max Planck Institut, Stuttgart,Germany.

1980 Organizer of the ”Workshop on Condensed Matter”, Instituto Balseiro,
Bariloche, Argentina.

1981 Member of the International Committee, International Conference on
Low Temperature Physics, LT16 Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.(August).

1981 Jury member of the Coca-Cola Award in Physics.

1984 Visiting Professor, Grenoble University, Research work at CNRS-CRTB,
Grenoble, France (May-August).

1984 Member of the Advisory Committee on Physics of CONICET (Consejo
Nacional de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas of Argentina).

1984-01 Member of the International Committee, International Conferences on
Low Temperature Physics

1997-01 Director of the Agencia Nacional de Promoción Cient́ıfica y Técnica

-TEACHING ACTIVITIES

1964-69 Teaching assistant,Instituto Balseiro

1972-78 Associate Professor, Instituto Balseiro

1979-99 Professor, Instituto Balseiro.

1976 Invited Professor, Max Planck Institut, Stuttgart, Germany, and at
the Centre de Recherche sur les Tres Basses Temperatures, Grenoble,
France.

1986-01 Professor at the “Solid State Physics School” sponsored by TWAS,
Fundación Antorchas,CNEA and Instituto Balseiro.
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1989-90 Professor at the “Experimental Workshop on High Temperature Su-
perconductors”. ICTP, Trieste, Italy.

1990 Researcher Consultant of the Superconductivity Laboratory of the ICTP,
Trieste, Italy.

1990 Director Organizer of the “Workshop on High Tc Superconductors and
Related Materials” (Advanced Activities), Trieste, Italy.

1993 Director Organizer of the “Workshop on High Tc Superconductors and
Related Materials” (Advanced Activities),Bariloche,Argentina. (Jan)

1994 Invited Professor at the ”Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona- Facul-
tad de Ciencias”, Bellaterra, Spain

1999 Director Organizer of the “Workshop on High Tc Superconductors and
Related Materials” (Advanced Activities),Bariloche,Argentina.

-THESIS ADVISOR
39 Master Thesis

21 Ph.D. thesis
-PUBLICATIONS
Over 150 publications in international journals.
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Perhaps many of you wonder why Paco has such a strong drive to go
through life fighting some difficulties. It is possible that to know the fact that
he was born while Barcelona was being attacked by Franco’s air force may
help us to understand his permanent commitment to defeat what sometimes
appears to be an unsurmountable situation.

The fact is that Paco was born under these circumstances on May 1st,
1938. The family was able to survive the Spanish Civil War but under very
difficult conditions.

His mother, who was a teacher, escaped being executed and was inhibited
to teach. The consequence being that Paco never went to grade school and
only went to high school when he was 12. When he was 13 the family came
to Argentina with the permanent idea of being able to give Paco and his
sister a greater degree of education than the one that could be achieved in
Spain. The family settled in Salta province.

In Salta, Paco got his high school degree in 1955 and in 1956 went to
Córdoba to study engineering. In Córdoba he met Ricardo Broglia, today
a well known nuclear physicist, who by then was just another student of
engineering. As Paco says, Ricardo was always looking for something differ-
ent and better, and he knew about the Instituto that had been started in
Bariloche. It was Ricardo who filled the applications for Paco and himself
and somehow drove Paco to Bariloche in August 1958. In 1961 Paco got his
Licenciado degree and in 1968 his PhD degree. The Institute was a turning
point in his life because he found in Balseiro the personalization of the ideals
he learnt from his parents and attempted to reach. Here we got to know each
other and started together an adventure of family and science that has en-
riched our lives. A part of this adventure was building the Low Temperature
Lab in Bariloche. The effort and dedication required to achieve this goal is
difficult to explain but certainly Paco devoted a great effort to put the lab in a
level of competitive international standards. Certainly this was accompanied
by the dedication and work of many people but his leadership was a driving
force behind everybody.
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John Wheatley, Manuel Cardona, George Seidel and David Bishop have
had a deep impact on Paco´s scientific outlook. After working with John
Wheatley in Bariloche, a post doc position in Brown University, interacting
with Cardona and Seidel, allowed him not only to learn more Physics but
also to understand how professional scientists work. It was during this period
that he decided to attack experimental projects that where possible to be de-
veloped in Bariloche. Centering his interest in superconductivity he studied
the phenomenon itself and also used it as a tool to get a better understanding
of the behavior of materials. In 1985, just before the discovery of High Tc
Superconductivity, in a trip to Mexico Paco met David Bishop: it was the
beginning of a very fruitful collaboration.

Between 1996 and 1999 Paco developed activities related to the Evalua-
tion System of the Scientific Projects first in the CONICET and latter in
the ANCYPT. It was an enormous effort and, for him, a very stimulating
activity.

Paco’s CV shows many aspects of his activities but none has being so re-
warding for him as teaching. Thirty-one years of teaching activities in the IB,
more than 30 Licenciado thesis and 21 PhD thesis are only numbers to show
what really has constituted a deep driving force of his life: to understand
and help others understand the problems of Solid State Physics.

As an extension of these activities he was a permanent force behind
Schools and Workshops organized and held in Bariloche. Visits of students
from Universities and High Schools to the Low Temperature Lab found in
him an enthusiastic organizer and participant. Always open to collaborate
and discuss Physics he opened the Lab to all the groups that needed to use
the existing facilities and traveled to the places where people required his
presence to teach or discuss the current projects.

Also reflected in his CV is the presence of colleagues, “collaborators”,
visitors and collaborators that have participated helping for a better devel-
opment of the Low Temperature Lab in Bariloche.

Prizes, Academy memberships, acknowledgments have arrived through
the years but undoubtedly for Paco the most valuable achievements have
been his children, grandchildren and his students.

Maŕıa Elena
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Beginnings... going from a dream to four

aspiring experimentalists

O. E. Vilches September, 2003

In the beginning.... there was no low temperature laboratory, only a
dream that experimental research could be done in Bariloche. Here are some
personal recollections from my last year as a student in the Licenciatura in
what was then the Instituto de Fisica de Bariloche, and the five years from
1959 through 1964 when the dream became a functional laboratory.

According to the plan elaborated by José Balseiro and Jim Daniels (from
the University of British Columbia, UBC), and the funding they obtained,
two great students from my class, Maŕıa Elena Porta (now Maŕıa Elena de la
Cruz!) and José Miguel Cotignola, were selected to go to UBC for the 1959-60
academic year to learn low temperature techniques and fabricate a hydrogen
liquefier which could produce liter(s)/hour of liquid, and a simple helium
liquefier cryostat which would use the liquid hydrogen as precooler. The
scheme was the one used by Daniels at the Clarendon Laboratory working
with Kurti. These componentes were to be shipped to Bariloche for the 1960-
61 academic year when Daniels would spend the year in Bariloche making
the laboratory functional.

Fate was kind to me, Balseiro decided on his own to add one more person
to the project over a vermouth at his home the day I went to say ”good
bye” after receiving my degree. Daniels found the funding, and I became the
third student in the project. By the time Maŕıa Elena an I left for UBC in
September 1959 there was already a Paco de la Cruz in her horizon...

At our return a year later there were so many things to do! We had most
of the pieces of the hydrogen liquefier cryostat and one helium cryostat, but
very busy times followed with buying of an air liquefier, the adaptation of air
compressors to using hydrogen and helium, plumbing of a laboratory, con-
struction of electronics, buying a magnet, and on and on to have some sort
of a working infrastructure. I think we all fell into ”natural” jobs that fitted
our temperaments: nothing would have happened without the dedication of
Maŕıa Elena to buying everything needed plus solving a mountain of daily
problems, Paco robbing time from his studies to work in the hydrogen liq-
uefier and using his tough determination to make it work, Ana Celia Mota
(who joined the group) and I working in the ”inside” room where the helium
liquefier/research cryostat was to be placed. A year went by quickly, then
Daniels left before the lab was operational, and John Dabbs came for a few
months.

Pushing Physics at Low Temperatures
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Dabbs spotted serious safety flaws in the hydrogen liquefier installation,
the dire need for some supplies easily available in the USA, and the obvious
need for a person who would be involved in the daily construction of every-
thing. There was a lab, but was not ”functional”... Then John Wheatley
came, originally for one year but stayed 18 months, and came by again later
for another visit.

Wheatley heeded Dabbs advice and redesigned major portions of both
the hydrogen and helium liquefiers. He had supplies shipped from the USA.
He worked daily side by side with the four experimentalists (Paco, Maŕıa
Elena, Ana Celia, and I; ”Coco” Cotignola had become a theorist), with
”tasks” outlined for everyone. I (perhaps ”we”) was (were) resentful that I
had to take apart what I had built and rebuilt it, but now in retrospect I
recognize that I was not very experienced!!! Sort of like a teenager asked to
be a grownup because there are no adults around....

Paco truly flourished during the rebuilding of the hydrogen liquefier, and
was ”the boss” of the facility when it finally worked and hydrogen started to
be produced. He had become also the main supervisor of our technical shop
and a full partner of the ”older” participants. He almost paid dearly with the
liquefier: one day on a ”purge” of the compressor hydrogen ignited in air and
burnt his eyebrows and sweater, another day on a mistake by a technician
oxygen was added to the liquefier and the following meltdown of the plumbing
from heat resulted in no more than a scare and some reconstruction work.

With Wheatley’s guidance, we got everything working more or less at
the same time. Getting an experiment running was a true ”tour de force”:
liquefy sufficient air to run the hydrogen liquefier, liquefy sufficient hydrogen
to run the helium cryostat, liquefy 200 cc of liquid 4He and pump on it to run
the adiabatic demagnetization system (if there was enough water, otherwise
run to the canal to turn on an auxiliary water pump), cool down to below
50 mK, do measurements on a sample... The first measurements taken on
the heat capacity of CrK alum became eventually part of my thesis, which I
completed with Wheatley in Urbana. Ana Celia was the first one to do her
dissertation entirely in Bariloche, with Wheatley’s guidance from Urbana
and La Jolla. Her beautiful heat capacity of 3He measurements were used
extensively until recently when measurements at much lower temperature
have become common. I have used a lot the measurements on the thermal
conductivity of Zn in the normal and superconducting state done by Paco,
Maŕıa Elena, and Coco immediately as their first measurements.

Under Paco’s guidance the laboratory flourished. It is to his credit, and
Maŕıa Elena’s, that they managed to pull it through the many bad times that
Argentina has endured. This meeting is a true testimony to it. I have great
memories of my years as a student, working with and being a friend of Maŕıa
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Elena at the UBC laboratory, the four experimentalists helping each other
after we got back to Bariloche, the many years we could see a lab being built,
Paco and Maŕıa Elena’s generosity when we all lived around each other and
our first children were born, Paco’s dedication to ”making things work”. It is
”really good” that everything worked for the four experimental students that
started the lab, and particularly for Paco, the one that stayed in Argentina
and fullfilled the initial dream.

Pushing Physics at Low Temperatures
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14 Session I. Chair: H. Pastoriza

Thursday, September 25

H. PANAMERICANO . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SESSION I. CHAIR: H. PASTORIZA . . . . 14

11:00-12:00 H. Godfrin: “MacHe3 : Bolometry at ultra-
low temperatures for the detection of dark matter” 15

12:00-14:00 Lunch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CENTRO ATÓMICO BARILOCHE . . . .

SESSION II. CHAIR: E. OSQUIGUIL . . . 15

14:00-14:45 A. López Dávalos: “Some comments on the
force on pinned vortices” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

14:45-15:30 P.H. Kes: “STM imaging of the vortex lattice” 18

15:30-16:15 V. Bekeris: “Oscillatory dynamics in the
vortex lattice of high temperature superconductors” 18

16:15-16:45 Coffee break . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SESSION III. CHAIR: G. NIEVA . . . . . 18

16:45-17:30 P. Esquinazi: “Acoustic properties of amour-
phous solids at very low temperatures: the quest
for interacting tunneling states” . . . . . . . . . . 19

17:30-18:15 S. Grigera:“Quantum criticality and meta-
magnetism in the Ruthenate Sr3Ru2O7” . . . . . . 20

18:15-19:00 C. Balseiro: “Spin and charge edge-currents
in two-dimensional electron systems with spin-orbit
interactions” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

POSTER SESSION . . . . . . . . . 21

19:00-20:00 Poster Session (with snack and beverages)
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MacHe3 : Bolometŕıa a ultra-bajas temperaturas para
la detección de materia oscura

E. Collina, F. Mayetb, E. Moullinb, C. Winkelmanna, Yu. Bunkova, H.
Godfrina and D. Santosb

(a) CNRS-CRTBT 25 Av. des Martyrs, BP 166, 38042 Grenoble Cedex
09, Francia

(b) CNRS-LPSC, 53 Av. des Martyrs, 38026, Grenoble Cedex Francia

El desarrollo de las ultra bajas temperaturas permite aplicar técnicas
bolométricas para la detección directa de part́ıculas con una excelente sensi-
bilidad. Nuestro proyecto MacHe3 (Matriz de Celdas de 3He) tiene por ob-
jetivo detectar la materia oscura no bariónica (WIMPs) con una sensibilidad
mejor que 1 keV. Hace uso de 3He superflúıdo mantenido a una temperatura
de cien microkelvins con un refrigerador de desmagnetización nuclear. La
detección es lograda mediante hilos vibrantes superconductores nanofabrica-
dos. El 3He es un sistema cuántico coherente que presenta varias ventajas:
pureza absoluta, sección eficaz débil con los rayos gamma, alta absorción de
los neutrones. Posee un spin nuclear 1/2 que permite usar la interacción
spin-spin para la detección de los WIMPs. Esto es particularmente conve-
niente en el caso del neutralino, candidato favorecido por las teoŕıas actuales
de supersimetŕıa. Presentaremos resultados preliminares de detección de as-
tropart́ıculas (muones) obtenidos usando el primer prototipo de MacHe3.
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16 Session II. Chair: E. Osquiguil

Comments on the Force on Pinned Vortices in
Superconductors

José I. Castroa and Arturo López Dávalosb

(a) Dpto. de F́ısica y Qúımica, Univ. Nac. de San Juan, San Juan,
Argentina

(b) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

The question of the nature of the force, usually referred to as the “Lorentz
force”, experienced by vortices in superconductors attracted new attention
in the last years. This paper contains some observations that may help
understand the nature of this force, at least for stationary, pinned vortices.
One observation is that the force is not proportional to the electromagnetic
coupling constant, i.e. the electric charge. This points to the importance of
kinematical analysis in discussing it. A second observation refers to the fact
that in the London limit, kinetic energy dominates over magnetic energy in
the formation energy of a vortex. We give an exact derivation of the force
using the London model. We indicate that in the Ginzburg-Landau theory
the same resultis obtained. Our derivation shows also the origin of additional
forces experienced by the vortex near the sample surface.
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STM imaging of the vortex lattice

P. H. Kes

Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leiden University, POB 9504, 2300 RA
Leiden

Imaging of vortices by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) yields di-
rect positional information in the interesting high-field regime where vortices
strongly overlap. In this contribution I like to elucidate the potential of STM
imaging by showing and discussing results that we have obtained in the last
few years [1,2,3], mainly on NbSe2 single crystals. First it will be shown how
fast STM imaging is able to monitor extremely slow flux motion in a pure
single crystal with intrinsic point disorder. The vortex lattice (VL) moves
collectively along one of its principal axes and its velocity is modulated due
to the disorder with a frequency related to the VL periodicity, the so-called
washboard frequency. In crystals where strong line disorder was induced
through irradiation by heavy ions it is seen that collective pinning at low
flux densities changes into plastic flow at high flux densities demonstrating
the liquid-like behavior of disordered vortex matter. Secondly, vortex con-
figurations in the peak-effect regime will be presented. Upon slowly rising
the temperature at constant magnetic field a sharp transition was probed
from a collectively pinned vortex arrangement which was hopping between
several local minima in the pin potential, to positional fluctuations of indi-
vidual vortices. This transition happened at the temperature at which in ac
susceptibility the onset of the peak effect is observed. This proves that the
peak effect is indeed a disorder driven transition, with the pinning energy
winning against the elastic energy, in agreement with the original suggestion
of Pippard. Finally, I will show how we were able to extent this technique
to vortex imaging in thin films with weak and strong pinning. I also like to
address the issue of the ultimate pinning force and its relation to collective
pinning theory.

Based on:
1. A.M. Troyanovski, J. Aarts and P.H. Kes, Collective and plastic vortex

motion in superconductors at high flux densities, Nature 399, 665-668 (1999).
2. A.M. Troyanovski, M. van Hecke, N. Saha, J. Aarts and P.H. Kes,

STM Imaging of Flux Line Arrangements in the Peak Effect Regime, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 89, 147006–1-4 (2002).

3. G.J.C. van Baarle, A.M. Troyanovski, T. Nishizaki, P.H. Kes, and J.
Aarts, Imaging of vortex configurations in thin films by scanning-tunneling
microscopy, Appl. Phys. Lett. 82, 1081-1083 (2003).
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Oscillatory dynamics in the vortex lattice of high
temperature superconductors

V. Bekeris, S. O. Valenzuela, G. Pasquini and A. Moreno

Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas, Departamento de F́ısica, Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos Aires

The superconducting vortex phase diagram in High Tc superconductors
has been intensively studied in the past, and more recently the dynamical
behavior of the vortex lattice (VL) has attracted much attention. Plastic
motion, dynamical ordering and coexistence of ordered and disordered states
have been related to the observed memory effects. We will review our last
results in oscillatory dynamics of the VL. It will be shown that the VL can
be trapped in different robust dynamical states characterized by the degree
of mobility, depending on the thermo-magnetic history of the sample. When
vortices are “shaken” by a temporarily symmetric ac field they are driven
into an easy-to-move structure, probably as a consequence of an oscillating
shear due to the presence of pinning centers. On the contrary, when the ac
field is temporarily asymmetric, they are driven into a more pinned state,
forced by plastic motion. The effective pinning potential wells that control
the vortex motion inside the pinning sites can also be tuned by the “shaking”
procedure, and deeper wells correlate with less mobile dynamical states.
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Acoustic properties of amourphous solids at very low
temperatures: the quest for interacting tunneling

states

Pablo Esquinazia, Miguel A. Ramosb and Reinhard Königc

(a) Abteilung Supraleitung und Magnetismus, Universität Leipzig, Linné-
strasse 5,D-04103 Leipzig, Germany

(b) Departamento de F́ısica de la Materia Condensada, C-III, Instituto
Nicolás Cabrera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, E-28049 Madrid, Spain

(c) Leibniz-Institute for Neurobiology, Special Lab Non-Invasive Brain
Imaging, Brenneckestrasse 6, D-39118 Magdeburg, Germany

We discuss the strain dependence of the acoustic properties of amorphous
metals in both normal and superconducting states, in the temperature range
0.1 mK ≤ T ≤ 1 K. A crossover is found when the strain energy is of the
order of the effective interaction energy between tunneling systems at the
corresponding temperature. Our results provide clear evidence for the inter-
action between tunneling systems, whose energy is in quantitative agreement
with theoretical expectations, and reveal that without the knowledge of the
corresponding strain dependences, the measured temperature dependences
below 50 mK of the acoustic properties of disordered solids are rather mean-
ingless.
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Quantum criticality and metamagnetism in the
Ruthenate Sr3Ru2O7

S. Grigera

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of St. Andrews, North
Haugh, St. Andrews KY16 9SS, United Kingdom

Quantum criticality is of considerable interest because it provides a frame-
work for understanding many facets of strongly correlated electron behaviour
of solids, and because entirely novel behaviour is often seen in the close
vicinity of quantum critical points. In this talk we will discuss the bilayer
ruthenate metal Sr3Ru2O7. We will show evidence for the presence of a
magnetic-field-tuned quantum critical point and discuss the nature of such
a point. In addition we will show the presence of unusual properties that
become much more pronounced as the disorder level is reduced.
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Spin and charge edge-currents in two-dimensional
electron systems with spin-orbit interactions.1

Carlos A. Balseiro

Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

We describe a new type of non-dissipative spin and charge currents lo-
calized at the edge of a two-dimensional electron gas (eg. GaAs/GaAlAs or
InSb/InAlSb). We show that the interplay between the Rashba spin-orbit
coupling and a sharp edge, generates a spin current that flow parallel to the
edge even in the absence of external fields. Furthermore, an in-plane static
magnetic field perpendicular to the edge induces a charge current. We show
that this effect is enhanced in narrow wires and discuss possible experimental
setups to detect these currents.

1Gonzalo Usaj and C. A. Balseiro, to be published.
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24 Session IV. Chair: E. Mart́ınez

Friday, September 26

CENTRO ATÓMICO BARILOCHE . . . .

SESSION IV. CHAIR: E. MARTÍNEZ . . . 24

09:00-09:45 D. Bishop: “Silicon Micromachines for Sci-
ence and Technology” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

09:45-10:30 R. Decca: “Casimir forces and corrections
to Newton’s gravitational forces” . . . . . . . . . . 26

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SESSION V. CHAIR: J. GUIMPEL . . . . 26

11:00-11:45 H. Safar: “Connecting Mesoscopic Physics
and Wireless Communications” . . . . . . . . . . . 27

11:45-12:30 O. Vilches: “Physical adsorption on carbon
nanotube bundles: one, two, three dimensional
systems” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

12:30-14:00 Lunch (Empanadas) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SESSION VI. CHAIR: Y. FASANO . . . . 28

14:00-14:45 B. Alascio: “Spin textured phases in the
Kondo lattice” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

14:45-15:30 L. Civale: “Understanding high critical cur-
rents in YBaCuO thin films” . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

15:30-16:15 D. López: “MEMS and NEMS: What is next?” 31

16:15-16:45 Coffee break . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SESSION VII. CHAIR: J. LUZURIAGA . . . 31

16:45-17:30 G. Seidel: “”Low Temperature Particle De-
tectors: A New Tool for Physics” . . . . . . . . . . 32

17:30-18:15 F. de la Cruz: “Plastic and Elastic Symme-
try Transformations Induced in the Vortex Lattice
of Anisotropic and Layered Superconductors” . . . 33

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21:00 Conference Dinner: Restaurant Familia Weiss .
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Silicon Micromachines for Science and Technology

David J. Bishop

Nanotechnology Research VP and President, NJNC, Bell Labs, Lucent
Technologies, Murray Hill, NJ 07974

Silicon micromachines are a developing field that is beginning to impact
almost every area of science and technology. In areas as diverse as automo-
tive, aeronautical, aerospace, entertainment, wireless communications, chem-
istry, lightwave systems and basic science, micromachines or MEMS (micro-
electro-mechanical-systems) are becoming the solution of choice for solving
many problems. The ability to build devices that are small, cheap, fast and
can be integrated with on chip electronics is proving to be crucial in many
areas of both science and technology. In my talk I will review what MEMS
are, why they will be important and describe work from both Bell Labs and
elsewhere on how they are being applied.
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26 Session V. Chair: J. Guimpel

Casimir forces and corrections to Newton’s
gravitational potential

Ricardo S. Decca1

Department of Physics, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapo-
lis

A report on measurement of small forces at short separations in a Casimir-
like geometry will be presented. The first part of the talk will be devoted to
explaining the experimental setup. Its heart resides in the use of a dynamical
scheme to measure the attractive force between two metallic layers, one of
them deposited on a high quality microelectromechanical torsional oscillator.
Our approach yields an increased sensitivity, which permits a direct compar-
ison with theoretical models at an unprecedented level. Possible sources of
discrepancies, including the properties of real metals, the effects of finite tem-
perature, and the roughness of the samples, will be presented and discussed,
as well as our efforts to control them. In the second part of the presentation
we will describe our approach towards a better characterization for new weak
forces at short separations between the interacting bodies, suggested by var-
ious unification theories. In this situation, the experimental setup remains
almost unchanged, except the samples and the experimental technique are
modified to yield an isoelectronic configuration, i.e. an approach in which
the Casimir and electrostatic forces are minimized in an attempt to enhance
the effect of weak forces. We will describe our current experiments and the
limits set on the strength and range of the hypothetical new forces.

1Work was done in collaboration with D. López, H. B. Chan, E. Fischbach, D. E.
Krause, G. L. Klimchitskaya, and V. M. Mostepanenko.
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Connecting Mesoscopic Physics and Wireless
Communications

M. Stoychev, Hugo Safar, J. B. Raveche

Agere Systems, 1110 American Pkwy., Allentown, PA

We present a novel approach for the joint study of the spatial and tem-
poral correlations of the wideband random microwave propagation in a dis-
ordered environment. We specifically address the issue of the time depen-
dence of small-scale spatial variations in the transmitted field resulting from
pulse propagation. Using Fourier transform techniques performed on the
field spectra measured in indoor environment over an area of several square
wavelengths, λ2, in steps of λ/10 we obtain very fine maps of the spatial
variations of pulse responses in different moments of time with a one-ns reso-
lution. A transition from a well-defined wavefront at the time of first arrivals
to a complex interference pattern of waves coming from multiple directions
shortly thereafter can be clearly seen.
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Physical adsorption on carbon nanotube bundles: one,
two, three dimensional systems

Oscar E. Vilches

Department of Physics, Box 351560 University of Washington, Seattle,
WA 98195-1560

It is well established that single atomic or molecular layer films ph-
ysisorbed on uniform surfaces behave thermodynamically as matter in es-
sentially two-dimensions. As such, they have liquid-vapor critical tempera-
tures at Tc(2d) = 0.4Tc(3d), and solid-liquid-vapor triple points at Tt(2d) =
0.6Tt(3d). The most quantum substances, atomic helium and molecular hy-
drogen, have even lower ratios of critical and triple (for hydrogen) point
temperatures due to zero point kinetic energy effects. In the last decade,
carbon nanotube bundles have been considered theoretically and used exper-
imentally as substrates for adsorption. Bundles typically consist of ropes of
mostly parallel, close-packed carbon nanotubes, with 20 to 100 nanotubes
per bundle. Some of the most commonly used bundles consist of ropes with
about 40 single-wall nanotubes of 1.3 nm diameter separated by 1.7 nm
from each other. These ropes are macroscopically long, into the micro-meter
range. On these bundles, atoms can be adsorbed inside the individual nan-
otubes (if open), in the interstitial spaces between three nanotubes (1d),
in the grooves formed on the outside of the bundle between two nanotubes
(1d), and on the outside graphite-like surface of the bundle (2d). Eventually
adsorbed atoms/molecules will interact over the 3d geometry of the bun-
dles. In this talk I will present predictions for the thermodynamic properties
of atoms/molecules adsorbed on bundles, as well as results from neutron
diffraction measurements using Ar and thermodynamic measurements of the
growth of helium and hydrogen films.

Work supported by NSF, DMR 0115663 and DMR 0245423
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Spin textured phases in the Kondo lattice

Daniel Garćıa, Karen Hallberg, Michel Avignon and Blas Alascio

Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

In agreement with recently reported results for the one dimensional Kondo
Lattice at quarter filling(1) we find a ’dimerized’ or ’island’ phase ground
state. This phase is quite similar to that found in one dimensional double
exchange models(2). In addition, we also find ’island’ phases of length com-
mensurate to the number of sites per electron at fillings 1/6 and 1/3 in the
low coupling regime of these Kondo chains. The same behaviour is found for
chains where the coupling between conduction electrons and spins is ferro-
magnetic showing that this result is not a cosequence of the Kondo couplig.
Furthermore, we study the evolution of these phases towards the ferromag-
netic ones that take place at strong coupling. To obtain our numerical results
we use density matrix renormalization group techniques.

1. J. C. Xavier, R. G. Pereira, E. Miranda, and I. Alfleck, Cond-Mat
0209623

2. D. Garćıa, K. Hallberg, C. Batista, M. Avignon and B. Alascio, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 85,3720 (2000)
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Understanding high critical currents in YBaCuO thin
films

Leonardo Civalea, A. Serquisa, B. Maiorova, J. O. Willisa, J. Y. Coultera,
Q. X. Jiaa, H. Wanga, S. R. Foltyna, J. L. MacManus-Driscolla,b, P. N.

Arendta, M. Jaimec and M. P. Maleya

(a) Superconductivity Tech. Center, Los Alamos National Laboratory Los
Alamos, NM 87545

(b) on leave from Dept. of Materials Science and Metallurgy, Univ. of
Cambridge, Pembroke St., Cambridge, CB2 3QZ, U.K.

(c) National High Magnetic Fields Laboratory, Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory Los Alamos, NM 87545

It has long been known that the critical current density (Jc) of YBa2Cu3O7

(YBCO) thin films can be orders of magnitude larger than in single crystals
of the same compound. However, in spite of many studies on the topic, the
sources of the very effective vortex pinning in films is still unclear. In addition
to a large fundamental interest, this problem has enormous technological rel-
evance with regards to the improvement of the current carrying capability of
biaxially textured YBCO superconducting films on polycrystalline metallic
tapes, known as coated conductors (CC).

To explore this issue we have performed transport measurements of Jc for
a large set of YBCO thin films on MgO and SrTiO3 single crystal substrates,
as well as on CC on textured MgO templates grown by ion beam assisted
deposition (IBAD). Studies were done at temperatures between 4 and 85 K,
as a function of magnitude and orientation of the applied magnetic field up to
18 T. In particular, we have used multi-contact techniques to investigate in
detail the angular dependence of Jc in order to identify the dominant pinning
sources at different field orientations. We found that the overall behavior of
Jc, with a broad maximum for H‖ab planes, is similar in all samples. This
dependence arises from the contribution of random defects, and it can be well
described using an anisotropic scaling approach to account for the electronic
mass anisotropy of this compound. In addition, Jc exhibits an additional
sharp peak at H‖ab due to intrinsic pinning, and another one for H‖c that
may arise from a variety of correlated defects such as twins and dislocations.
The relative importance of these pinning mechanisms varies depending on the
structural characteristics of the films and CC, resulting in slightly different
dependences of Jc.
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We have also used a variety of methods to modify the various sources
of pinning, including: rare earth substitutions to increase the density of
random defects, deposition of YBCO films by different methods to produce
both laminar and columnar growth, ion-milling to remove surface defects,
and growth of films on miscut (vicinal) single crystal substrates to introduce
inclined columnar defects.

Finally, to correlate the transport results with the microstructural prop-
erties of the films, we have investigated them using X-ray diffraction, trans-
mission electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, and scanning
electron microscopy.

MEMS and NEMS: What is next?

Daniel López

Nanofabrication Research Lab., Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, Murray
Hill, NJ 07974 USA
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Low Temperature Particle Detectors - A New Tool for
Physics

George Seidel

Physics Department, Brown University, Providence, RI, USA

Calorimeters operating at 100 mK and below are being developed as
sensitive particle detectors in response to the need in nuclear and particle
physics, astronomy, cosmology, and other branches of science for instruments
with properties that current detectors do not possess. The requirements for
a detector depend very much on the application, but, in general, low tem-
perature detectors have advantages in cases where very high energy resolu-
tion is demanded for low-energy particles. Devices that are presently being
used or developed for particle detection include semiconducting thermistors,
superconducting transition edge sensors, superconducting tunnel junctions,
superconducting kinetic inductance sensors, metallic magnetic calorimeters
and other more specialized types of sensors. This paper discusses the scien-
tific problems driving the development of low temperature detectors and the
physics involved in adapting low temperature calorimetry to this application.
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Plastic and Elastic Symmetry Transformations
Induced in the Vortex Lattice of Anisotropic and

Layered Superconductors

F. de la Cruza, Yanina Fasanoa, M. de Setab, M. Menghinia and H. Pastorizaa

(a) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

(b) INFM e Dipartimento di Fisica, Universitá di Roma Tre, Rome, Italy

We make a comparative analysis of the response of the three-dimensional
vortex lattice in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 and NbSe2 to the presence of square arrays
of pinning sites localized at one extremity of the vortex crystals. The absence
of the hexagonal to square symmetry transformation and the induction of a
distorted hexagonal symmetry in the vortex lattice of NbSe2 contrast to the
observed symmetry change in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. The dissimilar response in
both cases is explained taking into account the vortex structure solidifica-
tion mechanisms in both materials. The plastic response in the case of the
layered material Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 is suggested to be a result of the simultane-
ity of solidification and coupling of bidimensional pancake vortices whereas a
viscous solidification is responsible for the three-dimensional elastic response
in NbSe2.
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Local and global studies of magnetic flux in
superconductors

V. Bekeris, H. Ferrari, G. Pasquini, A. Moreno, A. Sartarelli

Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas, Departamento de F́ısica, Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos Aires

Static and dynamic properties of the vortex system in type II supercon-
ductors have been extensively studied in the past by the global detection
of magnetic flux or its time variation. Conventional dc magnetization and
ac susceptibility measurements have provided valuable information to under-
stand the rich phase diagram H-T and to investigate the different dynamical
regimes in high and low Tc superconductors. However, local techniques like
magneto- optic imaging are needed to investigate the different regimes of
flux penetration, as for example dendritic instabilities, avalanches or macro-
turbulences. We will describe our recent studies performed by global ac
susceptibility measurements and by local magneto-optic imaging in the solid
vortex phase of Y-123 single crystals and films.

Pr doping induced disorder in the vortex solid-solid
phase transition in Y0.9Pr0.1Ba2Cu3O7−δ

V. Correaa,G. Nievab, M. S. Corvalánc, L. Civaled and A. Serquisd

(a) NFMFL, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545,
USA

(b) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina (c) Lab. F́ısica del Sólido, Dpto de F́ısica, FCEyT,
Univ. Nac. de Tucumán, (4000) Tucumán

(d) STC, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

We present a study of the pinning mechanism in Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−δ

(x ≤ 0.1) from the features of the irreversible magnetization from hysteresis
loops. While the pinning mechanism in YBa2Cu3O7 is due to spatial fluc-
tuations of the electronic mean free path, the partial substitution of Y by
Pr produces a local depression of superconductivity, yielding a progressive
evolution towards a pinning mechanism dominated by spatial fluctuations of
the superconducting critical temperature.
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Magnetization steps in phase separated
La1/2Ca1/2Mn1−yFeyO3

L. Granjaa, R. S. Freitasb, L. Ghivelderb, G. Pollaa, F. Parisia,P. Levya

(a) UA F́ısica, Centro Atómico Constituyentes, C.N.E.A., Gral Paz 1499
(1650) San Mart́ın, Buenos Aires, Argentina

(b) Instituto de F́ısica, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, C.P.
68528, Rio de Janeiro, RJ 21945-970, Brazil

We report a low temperature magnetic study on the phase separated
La0.5Ca0.5Mn1−yFeyO3 (0.02 ≤ y ≤ 0.06) polycrystalline manganites. Several
abrupt and sizeable magnetization steps are observed in the M(H) curves of
all samples at 2 K, which are associated to avalanche-like growth of the
ferromagnetic phase. Our work confirms that this rather unusual feature is
inherent to phase separated manganites, and is not restricted to particular
compounds or kinds of doping.

Interface Effects in Perovskite Superlattices

J. Guimpela, N. Haberkorna,b, M. Sirenaa, L. B. Sterena, W. Saldarriagac,
E. Bacac, M. E. Gómezc

(a) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

(b) Univ. Nac. del Sur, Avda. Alem 1253, (8000) Bah́ıa Blanca, Ar-
gentina

(c) Departamento de F́ısica, Universidad del Valle A. A., 25360 Cali,
Colombia

The effect of interface disorder in perovskite superlattices, either with
the substrate or between layers dominates the physics of the material, even
when the lattice parameter of the component materials differs in less than
1%. Unexpected behavior emerges, like exchange bias in a system where no
a priori antiferromagnetic material is present.
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Dissipation in mesoscopic superconductors with ac
magnetic fields

A. Hernándeza,b, O. Arésa, C. Harta, D. Domı́nguezb, H. Pastorizaa and A.
Buterab

(a) Laboratorio de Superconductividad, Universidad de La Habana, Cuba
(b) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.

de Bariloche, Argentina

The response of mesoscopic superconductors to an ac magnetic field is
investigated both experimentally and with numerical simulations. We study
small square samples with dimensions of the order of the penetration depth.
We obtain the ac susceptibility χ = χ′ + iχ” at microwave frequencies as a
function of the dc magnetic field Hdc. We find that the dissipation, given by
χ”, has a non-monotonous behavior in mesoscopic samples.

In the numerical simulations we obtain that the dissipation increases be-
fore the penetration of vortices and then it decreases abruptly after vortices
have entered the sample.

This is verified experimentally, where we find that χ” has strong oscilla-
tions as a function of Hdc in small squares of Pb.

Spin density wave excitations in the specific heat of
La2CuO4.11 single crystals

G. Jorgea,b and M. Jaimea

(a) National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

(b) Also at Departamento de F́ısica, Universidad de Buenos Aires Pa-
bellón 1 Ciudad Universitaria (1428) Buenos Aires, Argentina

We measured the specific heat vs. temperature in single crystal samples of
superconducting La2CuO4.11, in magnetic fields up to 15 T. After subtraction
of the phonon contribution to the specific heat, obtained measuring a non-
superconducting crystal, we found a broad anomaly centered at 50 K. This
excess specific heat is attributed to fluctuations of the Cu2+ spins possibly
enhanced by an interplay with the charge degrees of freedom.
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Simulations of Dynamical Ordering in Pinned Vortex
Systems

M. F. Laguna, P. S. Cornaglia and C. A. Balseiro

Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

We model a two-dimensional vortex system in a sample with bulk pinning
and superficial pinning generated by a magnetic decoration. We perform a
sequence of finite temperature numerical experiments in which external forces
are applied to obtain a dynamically ordered vortex lattice. We analyze the
final structures and the behavior of the total energy of the system.

Bose-glass like phases in oriented-twin YBa2Cu3O7−δ

crystals

B. Maiorova and E. Osquiguilb

(a) Superconductivity Technology Center, MS K763, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

(b) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

We experimentally study the dynamical response of the superconducting
vortex system near the solid-liquid transition applying forces parallel and
perpendicular to a planar random defect array. Our results show that for
magnetic fields above a certain critical field Hcr the solid glassy vortex phase
in YBa2Cu3O7−δ crystals with oriented twin planes does not correspond to
the so-called Bose-glass phase.
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Correlation between tape processing, critical
current and bending induced defects

M. T. Malachevsky and C. A. D’Ovidio
Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de

Bariloche, Argentina

It is widely employed the definition of an irreversibility strain εirr, when
the tapes had attained a critical current density Jc of 98 % of its initial value.
This is considered as the limit of application for the particular tape. Before
reaching this limit, the Jc decreases slowly. We investigated the mechani-
cal response of 19-filament BSSCCO-Ag tapes with different microstructures
when submitted to 3-point bending, without exceeding εirr. The tests were
carried on inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) chamber to follow up
the microstructural changes while recording force vs deflection curves. The
Jc degradation was measured on twin samples to correlate the microscope
observations. We observed three different regions representing the response
of the tapes to increasing bending. After the elastic region, the existing
microstructural faults rule the plastic behavior. At higher deflections, we
measured several stress drops coincident with the observation of micro-cracks
that grew slowly across the filaments. The silver sheath did not act as crack
arrester and cracks propagated along all the filaments at the same location.

Transverse voltage in disordered Josephson junction
arrays with diagonal bias

V. I. Marconia, H. Pastorizab and D. Domı́nguezb

(a) The Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, 34014
Trieste, Italy

(b) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

We study numerically the effect of disorder in the transport properties of
square Josephson junction arrays with a dc current applied in the diagonal
direction. We obtain a finite transverse voltage in one of the directions of
maximum symmetry when we consider the presence of disorder in the critical
currents of the junctions. We show that this behavior is in good agreement
with previous experimental results in square arrays with a diagonal current
drive.
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First-order vortex liquid-solid transition without
symmetry change

M. Menghinia, Yanina Fasanoa, F. de la Cruza, S. S. Banerjeeb, Y.
Myasoedovb, E. Zeldovb, C. J. van der Beekc, M. Konczykowskic, and T.

Tamegaid

(a) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

(b) Department of Condensed Matter Physics, Weizmann Institute of Sci-
ence, Rehovot 76100, Israel

(c) Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés, CNRS UMR 7642, Ecole Polytech-
nique, 91128 Palaiseau, France

(d) Department of Applied Physics, The University of Tokyo, Hongo,
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656, and CREST Japan Science and Technology
Corporation (JST), Japan

It is widely accepted that the first-order vortex liquid-solid phase transi-
tion is associated with a crystalline solid phase and the second order transi-
tion with an amorphous one. The combination of a technique that determines
the order of the transition with the visualization of the vortex structure has
allowed the detection, for the first time, of a first-order liquid-solid transition
without structural symmetry change. The results show that the quasi-long
range order of the solid phase is not a necessary condition for the first-order
phase transition to occur. This opens an important question on the micro-
scopic origin of the liquid-solid phase transition in vortex matter.
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Evolution of the Ground State in the ternary
system CeT2Si2 (T=Cu, Rh and Pd)

P. Pedrazzinia, M. Gómez Berissoa, O. Trovarellib, J. G. Serenia and C.
Geibelb

(a) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

(b) Max-Planck Institute CPfS, D-01187 Dresden, Germany

The heavy fermion compounds CeCu2Si2, CeRh2Si2 and CePd2Si2 have
been intensively investigated due to the non-conventional relation between
superconductivity and magnetism. We have studied these compounds as
constituents of a ternary system, where the
Ce(RhxCu1−x)2Si2, Ce(PdyRh1−y)2Si2 and Ce(CuzPd1−z)2Si2 alloys span the
sides of a triangle with the respective stoichometric compounds at each ver-
tex. In this article we discuss the evolution of the ground state throughout
this ternary system, and we analyse (by means of the electrical resistivity)
the influence of doping-induced disorder on the Kondo and magnetic ordering
temperatures.

Probing vortex structures through transport
measurements in Josephson junction arrays

J. S. Reparaz, D. E. Shalóm and H. Pastoriza

Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

We present the concept and fabrication details of a Josephson junction
array designed to probe the shear modulus of vortex structures. Low pinned
vortices are guided in its motion through a channel-like sample sourrounded
by a highly pinned vortex structure. We present preliminary results in these
samples.
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Hole Dependence in (Hg, Re)-1201 Compound

Adriana Serquisa,b, Daŕıo Niebieskikwiata, Rodolfo D. Sáncheza, Liliana
Moralesa and Alberto Caneiroa

(a) Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C.
de Bariloche, Argentina

(b) Present address: Superconductivity Technology Center - Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

We analyze the influence of oxygen and Re content on the superconduct-
ing response of single phase Hg1−xRexBa2CuO4+δ (0 < x < 0.15) samples.
The results of thermoelectric power and d.c. magnetization measurements
let us to analyze the effect of both substitutions on Tc and the hole concentra-
tion (p). A comparison with previous reported Tc(p) data indicate that this
relationship differs from the common parabola followed by many other high-
Tc materials and some features are remarkably independent of structural and
chemical details.

Experimental Method to Measure Anisotropic
Transport in 2D Superconductors

D. E. Shalóm and H. Pastoriza

Centro Atómico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, R8402AGP S. C. de
Bariloche, Argentina

A two-coil kinetic inductance technique for measuring anisotropic re-
sponse of two-dimensional (2D) superconductors is presented. Serpentine-
shaped coils are lithographically patterned directly on top of the sample,
separated by isolation layers. The drive and receive coils are positioned in a
way that enhances signal from longitudinal currents and reduces transversal
ones, maximizing the ratio. Anisotropic transport can be directly measured
with this technique, even when anisotropy is induced by the transport cur-
rent.
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Anisotropic scaling in YBa2Cu3O7 crystals with
columnar defects

Alejandro V. Silhaneka and Leonardo Civaleb

(a) Laboratorium voor Vaste-Stoffysica en Magnetisme, K. U. Leuven,
Celestijnenlaan 200 D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

(b) Superconductivity Technology Center, MS K763, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

We explore the interplay between the mass anisotropy and the uniaxial
pinning of tilted columnar defects (CD) in a YBa2Cu3O7 single crystal. At
high temperatures, T , and fields, H, a sharp peak in the irreversible magne-
tization, Mi, at the tracks’ direction, signals the presence of the CD. At low
T such peak is not observed, and the influence of the CD appears only as a
perturbation to the angular dependence due to the anisotropy. We show that
at low T and high enough H the uniaxial effects due to CD can be recovered
by performing an anisotropic rescaling. As expected, this scaling rule fails
at low H.

Domain State Occurring in the de Haas-van Alphen
Effect in Silver

J. L. Smith and J. C. Lashley

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

Hysteresis has been observed in the de Haas-van Alphen measurements
of the Condon domains in silver, and it shows the first-order nature of the
transition to the domain state. The hysteresis, and thus the first-order na-
ture, is manifested in a nonlinear effect where a double-valued response of
the amplitude with the applied external field is observed.
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Uniaxial Pressure dependence of the dynamical
properties of vortex lines in BSCCO single crystals

D. Zoccoa, M. Monteverdea, M. Núñez-Regueirob and C. Achaa

(a) Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas - Depto de Fisica - FCEyN - UBA
- Ciudad Universitaria - Pab I - (1428) Buenos Aires - Argentina

(b) CRTBT (CNRS) - BP 166 - Grenoble Cedex 09 - France

By applying uniaxial pressures on BSCCO (2212) single crystals we have
changed their interplanar spacing in order to understand which is the in-
fluence of anisotropy on the dynamics of vortex lines. We have performed
transport measurements using the DC flux transformer configuration, ap-
plying uniaxial pressures and a magnetic field parallel to the c-axis of the
sample. Our results indicate that the correlation length in the c direction
can be effectively increased with pressure, modifying the nature of vortices
in the liquid state.
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